
 
 
 
 
 
TRIP Incidents: 
TA_602_07/31/2015 (671885) I-85 north at Jimmy Carter Boulevard (Willard) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 516 HERO on scene: HERO 516 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
20:03 $2,500 24 29 Collision 

A tractor trailer hit the guardrail and hooked its wheels. The vehicle needed to be lifted up off of the rail 
to be moved.   
 
TA_603_07/31/2015 (671910) I-20 east at mile post 91 (Chancey’s) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 514 HERO on scene: HERO 516 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
20:54 $3,500.00 80 112 Rollover  

A tractor trailer driver was distracted (potentially by a spider in the cab of the vehicle) and wrecked, 
causing a rollover. The vehicle was hauling earth-moving equipment.   
 
 TA_604_08/05/2015 (673894) I-285 north at South Cobb Drive (Barrow) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 511 HERO on scene: HERO 530 / 558 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
10:35 $2,500.00 35 333 Jackknife 

A tractor trailer jackknifed, causing the cab to hit the trailer. The trailer broke in half. The wreck was 
relocated past a guardrail area and off of the shoulder. The vehicle, which was carrying construction 
supplies, was then unloaded to accommodate complete removal. This was one of two TRIP incidents 
occurring at once in the same service area. 
 
TA_605_08/05/2015 (673896) I-285 east at Peachtree Dunwoody Road (Barrow) 
Activated TRIP: Chatcomm Officer Synthia/Officer Johnson HERO on scene: HERO 511 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
10:24 $3,500.00 39 199 Rollover  

A truck carrying mulch overturned. Mulch was used to help dam up spilled vehicle fluids. The tractor and 
trailer were separated, uprighted and removed. This was one of two TRIP incidents occurring at once in 
the same service area. HERO assisted local police in providing correct traffic control for the scene. 
 
TA_606_08/07/2015 (675011) I-85 south at Hamilton Mill Road (Willard) 
Activated TRIP: GSP Op. Chapell  HERO on scene: HERO 518 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
9:39 $2,500.00 61 89 Jackknife / Collision 

A tractor trailer jackknifed and hit the guardrail. Another commercial vehicle struck the jackknifed 
vehicle. Fire fighters assisted in addressing the vehicle’s fuel leak. 
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TA_607_08/08/2015 (675540) I-285 north at Washington Road (Southside) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 518 HERO on scene: HERO 518 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
11:20 $3,500.00 75 128 Collision 

A tractor trailer lost control, hit the median wall and ruptured a fuel tank. Weekend construction work 
was occurring in the area, and the resulting traffic queue may have contributed to the wreck. TRIP was 
activated due to the large amount of leaked fuel. 
 
TA_608_08/16/2015 (678945) S.R. 316 east at Sugarloaf Parkway (Willard) 
Activated TRIP: Gwinnett Sgt. Murray HERO on scene: HERO 519 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
17:17 $600.00 na na Activation Only 

HERO pulled the vehicle from the roadway before the TRIP company could respond in full. Activation 
only. HERO was not presence when TRIP was activated.  
 
TA_609_08/18/2015 (679829) I-285 north at Langford Parkway (Southside) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 511 HERO on scene: HERO 511 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
13:10 $2,500.00 35 140 Collision 

Two tractor trailers and a hydroseeding truck were involved in a multi-vehicle collision, which included 
wrecking the guardrail. 
 
TA_610_08/18/2015 (679887) I-75 south at Glade Road (Martins) 
Activated TRIP: GSP Op. Bunch  HERO on scene: ICA Ricky Bryant 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
15:34 $2,500.00 32 89 Collision 

A dump truck was struck by a tractor trailer and hit the rail in an area over the lake. The responding 
Trooper stayed at the scene for a while to complete reports while the TRIP company was ready to move. 
 
TA_611_08/18/2015 (680017) I-75 south at Jonesboro Road (New Image) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 515 HERO on scene: HERO 515 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
19:21 $0.00 na na Lost Load 

A flat-bed trailer carrying flat steel hit another vehicle, which caused the load to shift and slide off. 
Construction in the area has reduced or removed shoulder spaces, which added to the difficulty of 
suppling response vehicles. The TRIP support truck was not available – zero payout. REMINDER: In areas 
that are especially difficult to reach, TRIP towers and HERO supervisors need to be in immediate contact 
with one another to find alternate routes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TA_612_08/19/2015 (680540) I-285 north at I-85 (S&W) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 517 HERO on scene: HERO 517 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
19:11 $2,500.00 10 28 Jackknife 

A tractor trailer traveling too fast on wet roads lost control and jackknifed. The vehicle came to rest in 
mud, which made it too difficult to remove without a TRIP company’s assistance. The entire ramp area 
was closed to accommodate safe recovery while the roads were wet.  
 
TA_613_08/19/2015 (680578) I-75 south at Glade Road (Martins) 
Activated TRIP: GSP Op. Hopson  HERO on scene: HERO 517 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
20:00 $2,500.00 20 45 Jackknife 

A bull hauler jackknifed and struck the side of the bridge. This incident occurred in the same location of 
the previous TRIP incident. Again, a Trooper was not ready to fully open lanes when the TRIP company 
was finished working. REMINDER: Everyone needs to stress to all responders involved the importance of 
opening lanes as soon as possible.  
 
TA_614_08/24/2015 (682647) I-285 south at I-20 east (Chancey’s) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 515 HERO on scene: HERO 515 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
18:15 $0.00 76 675 Lost Load 

A tractor trailer hauling used cooking oil or grease had its load shift. The spilled cargo leaked onto the 
roadway. TRIP was activated to accommodate the cleaning of spilled oil / grease. The TRIP supervisor 
was late – zero payout.  
 
TA_615_08/25/2015 (683078) I-285 west at Old Dixie Highway (New Image) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 511 HERO on scene: HERO 511 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
14:24 $3,500.00 35 305 Rollover  

A tractor trailer carrying large rolls of paper overturned, which caused the load to enter the roadway. 
Everything was moved to the shoulder to open lanes. 
 
TA_616_08/31/2015 (685590 / 685566) I-85 north and south at mile post 116 (Willard) 
Activated TRIP: GSP HERO on scene: HERO 567 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
9:49 $2,500.00 35 305 Rollover  

A tractor trailer left the roadway into the cable barrier, entangling the axles and fuel tanks. The recovery 
work occurred from both sides of the interstate. Addressing the cable barrier generated a delayed 
notice to proceed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TA_617_08/07/2015 (675433) I-85 south at Hamilton Mill Road (Willard) 
Activated TRIP: Gwinnett Sgt. Medved HERO on scene: HERO 521 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
22:37 $2,500.00 33 95 Collision 

A tractor trailer hit another vehicle. In total, three tractor trailers were involved. One of the truck drivers 
was ejected and killed.   
 
TA_618_08/27/2015 (684282) I-675 south at I-285 (New Image) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 516 HERO on scene: HERO 516 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 
18:09 $3,500.00 71 157 Mechanical  

A broom/sweeper or suction truck incurred mechanical damage, which resulted in a large spill of 
hydraulic fluids on the roadway. Another area wrecker company was on the scene. TRIP was activated to 
assist in the clean up. A representative of the TRIP company stated that it would be necessary to tow the 
vehicle in order for the cleaning work to be provided.      
 
Announcements: 

• Jason Josey is the new acting manager of the HERO unit.  
 

• Executive Briefing Breakfast – Sponsors and invitees only – Oct. 19. Sponsorship info online at 
TIMETaskForce.com or by calling Jeff at 678-730-7417. 
 

• TIMESaver Awards. Nominate TRIP incident and agencies for recognition. Awards to be given at 
the Executive Briefing Breakfast. Email jeff.corbin@parsons.com. 

 
• Roadway and Safety Improvements. GDOT is seeking your input for suggested roadway and 

safety improvements in metro Atlanta. Send suggestions with as much detail as possible to 
jeff.corbin@parsons.com. 

 
• 8-hour Incident Management Training. Two free classes coming. Dates and details forthcoming. 

  
• Invoices. Please use the current invoice template and ensure that invoices numbers are not 

duplicates.  
 

• Trip II Class. Class is scheduled for Oct. 10-11. New Image Towing and Recovery will host the 
training. Contact John Weaver at jw50mbs@aol.com to RSVP. 
 

• TRIP Orientation Class. TRIP managers will conduct a free orientation class at the end of Oct. for 
all existing and prospective TRIP companies. Updates to the application and specifications will 
be covered. Dates will be posted on TIMETaskForce.com. 
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Next meeting: 10/08/2015 
 


